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Agenda 
1. Chair's Remarks 
2. Discussion on Striking or Taking Another Action 
3. Vote by Secret Ballot 
4. Adjournment 
 

Chair’s Remarks 
Megan will be voting b/c member of SAGE but will not sway voting in one way or another, will use 
Robert's Rules, call Megan out if she seems biased. 
 

Discussion on Striking or Taking Another Action 
Request by Isabelle – disallow public media/press sharing (closed session) – so everyone feels safe and 
able to express themselves. 
14 for; 10 abstained 
Approved 
 

Discussion 
Isabelle's motion: (Chair reads aloud); wanting to wait for the rest of proposals (Robbie's?)  
 
Isabelle's suggestion – informal discussion and questions? 
 
Ian: What other forms of protest are available? Unclear. If voting yes today, what is being supported? 
–by choosing to strike, does that hold us to any type of protest (aside from a piece of paper officially 
stating that we are on strike?) 



 
Isabelle: We could form a strike committee that we would mandate to come up with alternate actions 
---disrupting classes 
 
Robin: Pointing out we are not going to be confrontational toward each other. 
 
Melissa:  
-important to listen to each other 
-how much will striking at the beginning of April impact us at this point? 
-as an arts graduate student, classes aren't necessarily the basic unit of education (unique position); 
wouldn't be a huge impact 
-consider the significance of supporting the strike (we are being watched) 
-not the same thing as 2012 but still dire – as a massive population we can make a statement 
-completely against picketing and disrupting classes – more of a symbolic statement 
 
Carrie: Do we want to strike one day, certain days, or indefinitely? 
 
Robbie: Wants to move to strike April 2 (in solidarity with other student bodies), then remain open to 
meeting to discuss striking again early next week. 
 
Megan: Any motion should be presented, and can be amended. 

− lots of different kinds of strikes (soft: let everyone walk through it; hard: stop attendance) 
− position for faculty on strike is decide for yourself (same message given to TAs) 

 
Robbie: Suggests that if we strike, we pressure faculty (at graduate and undergraduate level) to cancel 
classes (would admin cancel classes for particular departments). 
 
Isabelle: Agrees with taking a stand against austerity, but cautions people against moving to strike and 
then people still attending their classes (makes the movement look bad). 
 
Denise: Social media intervention. 
 
Caitlyn: 1-day purely symbolic strike (on April 2) is solely about not going to class (and there are NO 
classes) 
-right now Concordia is giving one-day strikes a limited-time blessing; a time to reflect upon austerity 
(undercuts the strength of future hard strikes) 
 
Colin: re: pressuring faculty to cancel classes; if CASE votes against striking it is disingenuous to do 
this on the undergrad level. 
 
Robin: The usefulness of a symbolic strike – the fact that students and student bodies can agree on 
principle (the fact of stating it is powerful). 
 
Robbie: Agreeing with Caitlyn/Isabelle/Robin; interested in longer-term striking 
-problem with last protest is that Anglophones and Francophones were not united (good thing to 
overcome) 
-express dismay with UQAM students' expulsion: publicly announce we are not in favour with the 
threats UQAM is giving its students (not in favour of this kind of bullying) 
 



Colin: Proposes a friendly amendment to Isabelle's motion: BIFRT SAGE creates an anti-
austerity/strike committee in anticipation of what may or may not come in the fall (longer-term) – does 
not call for a strike but only for a committee that will officially open the dialogue on strike actions in 
the future. 
 
Isabelle: to Robbie: 2012 as a Francophone/Anglophone thing; complicated issue. Part of this is 
Concordia's diverse student body/culture as a whole – it isn't cohesive (isn't able to come to any 
agreement). 
 
Denise: In 2012 people voted to let people go to class if they want to go to class. 
 
Isabelle: CSU did vote to strike 
 
Stephi: Clarify what the end goals are (not the strike in itself): are we trying to mobilize? Trying to 
show solidarity with students expelled? Not clear here. 
 
Megan: SAGE has adopted an anti-austerity position (can be brought up in next GA on April 2). 
 
Robbie: A strike is a firm stance on our position against austerity – we don't want austerity to take 
place behind closed doors – we want to alter the way these discussions go. 
 
Al: Clarify: Robbie is asking for more cooperation between universities (speaking to Franco/Anglo 
division) vs. Isabelle's more Concordia-centric motion. 
 
Robbie: His motion is intended to show Anglophone presence in protests (not just PQ/Franco). 
 
Al: Exercise our voices as students; but also beyond being students (applies to residents of Quebec). 
 
Ian: It is a student movement – because there are so many students in Montreal, they can make a bigger 
statement (because we have a voice here, maybe that means we are more obligated to express our 
opinion) 
--would go for a soft strike (which gives us time to evaluate the unfolding narrative); whatever the 
larger movement is (and whether there is solidarity amongst the other universities) – by going forward 
with baby steps 
 
Stephi: Again, need clarification of end goals. 
 
Robin: As a student body we have more symbolic power than acting as students individually. 
 
Colin: Proposal for a strike committee is to have a group to look at the issues specifically addressed 
here (because future is not clear at this point) – would look into the overall labour climate (and have a 
more specific conversation) 
-- withdraws as an amendment and is adding as a motion 
 
Melissa: Strike committee is a good idea (to talk through these issues) 
-taking a collective voice against austerity 
-concerned by the perspectives of those who are dependent on funding 
 
Abigail: More info: expelled students at UQAM? Why?  



 
Robbie: As far as he understands, these students were involved with disrupting classes and violence 
was (falsely?) alleged against them; UQAM chose these students because they are organizing these 
disruptions. 
 
Kyl: Does this mean we support disruptions? 
 
Caitlyn: Speaking to Melissa:  

1) obvious financially: QC residents pay ~$5000 while same program costs ~$12000 and 
international costs $26000+; the purely financial inconvenience for other students for makeup 
semesters etc is a problem 

2) a problem of the cost to and from home 
3) emotional and psychological distress from prolonged separation from friends and family 
4) certain kinds of funding are dependent on whether or not you are in full-time study; in the event 

of a student going on strike they could lose their funding 
5) how to support students who are financially threatened by strike? (protest actively excludes or 

disadvantages part of our grad cohort) 
 
Mona: Soft strike will undermine a stronger strike – the university and labour unions are not acting 
together on this. 
 
Courtney: As exclusively MA students in English – a number of us only a month and change from 
graduation; when taking into consideration short-or-long-term strikes (PhD start dates dependent on 
convocation). 
 
Al: How to deal with the consequences when the out-of-province students leave and the residents are 
stuck with this. 
 
Robin: Point of clarification: is there currently a motion to go on strike for more than one day? 

− not a completely open/indefinite strike but indexed by the other associations on strike (one-
week renewable strike?); strike for a week and then call another GA  

 
Ian: Redundancy of strike committee and SAGE's GA? 
 
Colin: Strike committee would report to the GA and not have any decision-making power. 
 
Isabelle: Demonstration on Thursday whether we strike or not it is a way of supporting anti-austerity 
movement 

− re: pressuring the administration : be mindful of Shepard's position as anti-austerity (he did 
write an open letter against austerity) 

 
Robbie: re: agreeing about Thursday demonstration we can take part in if we don't strike. 
 
Rachel: Strike as a misnomer – if we are not barricading classes then we are not really striking. 
 
Melissa: We are not all agreed (there is a division); if you break strike and attend class there is the 
“guilty conscience” factor; austerity is happening everywhere and other places are watching (so 
important to take action). 
 



END OF GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 

Motions 
BIRT that SAGE vote on whether or not to pressure faculty members to cancel class. 
Moved: Robbie 
Seconded: No second 
Rejected 
 
A) BIRT that SAGE vote on whether or not to form a social media intervention committee. 
Moved: Denise 
Seconded: Stephi 
Approved 
 
B) BIRT that SAGE vote on whether or not to form a broadly mandated strike committee. 
Moved: Colin 
Seconded: Courtney 
Approved 
 
C) BIRT that SAGE vote on whether or not to express solidarity with students expelled/being 
threatened with expulsion at UQAM. 
Moved: Robbie 
Seconded: Robin 
Approved 
 
D) BIRT that SAGE vote on whether or not to adopt Isabelle's motion (includes attendance in 
demonstration). 
Moved: Isabelle 
Seconded: Caitlyn 
Approved 
 
BIRT that Isabelle’s motion be severed into two pieces (the anti-strike preamble sections as one piece; 
the rest as another) and voted on separately: divide into D1 and D2. 
Moved: Robin 
Seconded: Mona 
Unanimous 
  
D.1 – against austerity ideology sections; writing an open letter part 
D.2 – strike is not the best way; disproportionately affects out of province and international students 
 
E. BIRT that SAGE vote on whether or not to undertake a one-day strike (April 2) and meet again to 
discuss future striking options (next week). 
Moved: Robbie 
Seconded: Buddy 
 
F. BIRT that SAGE vote on whether or not to undertake a one-week rolling strike, effective 
immediately. 
Moved: Robin 
Seconded: Robbie 



 

Vote by Secret Ballot 
VOTING: 30 voters present 
 

Results 
A – 17 Y – 6 N – 7 A 
Approved 
 
B – 26 Y – 2 N – 2 A  
Approved 
 
C – 16 Y – 8 N – 6 A  
Approved 
 
D1 – 25 Y – 4 N – 1 A  
Approved 
 
D2 – 12 Y – 17 N – 1 A 
Rejected 
 
E – 21 Y – 9 N – 0 A  
Approved 
 
F – 13 Y – 17 N – 0 A  
Rejected 
 

Adjournment 
Meeting adjourned. 


